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he general introduction, which is replicated across all four volumes of the History of

Distributed Cognition, aims to orientate readers unfamiliar with this area of research.

It provides an overview of the diòerent approaches within distributed cognition and

discussion of the value of a distributed cognitive approach to the humanities.

Consider counting on your ûngers; or solving a challenging mathematical problem

using pen and paper (or Napier’s bones, or a slide-rule); or the way in which we

routinely oøoad the psychological task of remembering phone numbers on to our

ubiquitous mobile phones; or a brainstorming scenario in which new creative ideas

emerge from a process of collective group interaction; or the manner in which

the intelligent feat of ship navigation is realised through a pattern of embodied,

information-communicating social exchanges between crewmembers who, indi-

vidually, perform purely local information-processing tasks (such as bearing taking)

using specialised technology. All of these examples of brain-body-world collabora-

tion are, potentially at least, instances of the phenomenon that, illuminated from a

historical perspective, is the topic of this volume. hat phenomenon is distributed

cognition.

Sowhat, precisely, is distributed cognition? he term itself is standardly traced to the

pioneering work of the cognitive anthropologist Edwin Hutchins (see, canonically,

Hutchins 1995, from where the example of ship navigation is taken). However, in

using this introduction to sketch the conceptual background for the chapters that

follow, we shall adopt an understanding of distributed cognition that arguably di-

verges somewhat from Hutchins’s own (for one thing, wemake no demand that the
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target elements, whether located inside or outside the brain, should be understood

as representational media; see e.g. Hutchins 1995: 373). Here we are aiming for a

general and inclusive notion of cognition alongside a general and inclusive notion

of what it means for cognition to be distributed. hus the term ‘cognition’ should be

understood liberally, as it routinely is in the day-today business of cognitive science,

as picking out the domain of the psychological, where that domain encompasses

phenomena that we o�en identify using terms such as mind, thought, reasoning,

perception, imagination, intelligence, emotion and experience (this list is not ex-

haustive), and includes various conscious, unconscious-but-potentially-conscious,

and strictly non-conscious states and processes. Given this broad conception of

what cognition is, cognition may be said to be distributed when it is, in some way,

spread out over the brain, the non-neural body and (in many paradigm cases) an

environment consisting of objects, tools, other artefacts, texts, individuals, groups

and/or social/institutional structures. Advocates of distributed cognition argue

that a great many examples of the kinds of cognitive phenomena identiûed above

(reasoning, perception, emotion, etc.) are spread out in this way.

To seewhy the notion of distributed cognition has attracted somuch attention, here’s

a way of thinking about how the contemporary discourses stationed in and around

cognitive science arrived at what might justiûably, in the present context, be called

the received (non-distributed) view ofmind. Although the very brief history lesson

that follows involves the odd caricature, it is surely broadly accurate. According

to themuch-maligned substance dualists (themost famous of whom is arguably

Descartes),mind is a non-physical entity that is metaphysically distinct from the

material world. Here thematerial world includes not only the external tools and

artefacts that human beings design, build and use, but also the thinker’s own organic

body. On this model, the minds of other people become peculiarly inaccessible,

and indeed one’s indirect knowledge of thoseminds, such as it is, seems to result

from a precarious analogy with the correlations between thought and action in

one’s own case. For this reason, plus a whole battery of others – some scientiûc,

some philosophical – substance dualism is now oõcially unpopular in most of the

relevant academic circles. Indeed, in the twentieth and twenty-ûrst centuries,mind

has been placed ûrmly back in thematerial and social world. Or rather, it has been

placed ûrmly in a particular segment of that world, namely the brain.

As apparently demonstrated by all those ‘pictures of the brain thinking’ that we

regularly receive from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scans and

the like, the received view is now that the brain is where the cognitive action is. his

neuro-centric orthodoxy is not an irrational position. Indeed, there is no doubt that

many a good thing has come out of research programmes in psychology, neuros-

cience and elsewhere which embrace it. Nevertheless, the contemporary distributed

cognition perspective is usefully depicted as a reaction against neuro-centrism’s
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(allegedly) distorting in�uence. To be clear, no advocate of distributed cognition

believes that the brain is somehow unimportant. Rather, (part of) the proposal is

that to understand properly what the brain does, we need to take proper account

of the subtle, complex and o�en surprising ways in which that venerable organ

is enmeshed with, and o�en depends on, non-neural bodily and environmental

factors, in what is the co-generation of thought and experience.

One consequence of adopting a general and inclusive notion of distributed cognition

is that there turns out to bemore than one version of the idea from which to choose

when developing the view. How, then,may we articulate the notion further? One

taxonomicmove that is increasingly popular in the literature is to unpack distributed

cognition in terms of 4E cognition, where the four Es in question are embodied,
embedded, extended and enactive. In other words, it is possible to provide amore

detailed picture of distributed cognition by thinking in terms of the four Es and the

pattern of symbiotic and sometimes not-so-symbiotic relationships between them.

hat’s what we shall now do, starting with the notion of embodied cognition.

According to the hypothesis of embodied cognition, psychological states and pro-

cesses are routinely shaped, in fundamental ways, by non-neural bodily factors. In

a full treatment of this idea,much more would need to be said about what the terms

‘shaped’ and ‘fundamental’ mean, but for present purposes themotivating thought

will do: in order to understand cognition, the structures and forms of the non-neural

body need to be foregrounded in ways that are absent from the neuro-centric or-

thodoxy. From this shared point of departure, the embodied cognition community

has become home to a diverse kaleidoscope of projects. hus embodiment is said

to determine or condition the nature of concepts (e.g. Lakoò and Johnson 1980),

the character of perceptual experience (e.g. Noe 2004), various factors such as ori-

entation and posture that do not themselves enter into the content of experience,

but which preconceptually structure that experience (e.g. Gallagher 2005), and the

architectures, assemblages and processing mechanisms that enable intelligent action

(in the philosophical literature, see e.g. Clark 1997, 2008b; Haugeland 1998; Wheeler

2005).

As just one example of embodied cognition research, consider groundbreaking

work in cognitive semantics on the role of embodiment in human sense-making

(how we experience the world to bemeaningful). Johnson (1987) argues that we

experience our bodies fundamentally as three-dimensional containers into which

we put things (e.g. food) and out of which things come (e.g. blood). he result

is that themetaphor of containment becomes a preconceptual cognitive schema

that heavily constrains other contexts of meaning. hus, building on Johnson’s

idea, Lakoò (1987) argues that the containment schema, as determined by our

human experience of embodiment, even underlies abstract logical structures such
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as ‘P or not P’ (inside the container or outside of it). One apparent implication

of this approach is that creatures with diòerent experiences of embodiment will

possess diòerent preconceptual schemata and thus will inhabit diòerent semantic

landscapes.

To the extent that embodiment is grounded in bodily acts, such as, say, the physical

manipulations of instruments or tools, embodiment naturally encompasses a rich

mode of environmental interaction, which is just to say that there is a natural route

from embodied cognition to the second of the four Es, namely embedded cognition.
According to the embedded view, the distinctive adaptive richness and/or �exibility

of intelligent thought and action is regularly, and perhaps sometimes necessarily,

causally dependent on the bodily exploitation of certain environmental props or

scaòolds. As an illustration, consider the phenomenon that Andy Clark has dubbed

cognitive niche construction (e.g.Clark 2008b; see alsoWheeler andClark 2008). his

occurswhen human beings build external structures that, o�en in combinationwith

culturally transmitted practices, transform problem spaces in ways that promote, or

sometimes obstruct, thinking and reasoning. A compelling example, which Clark

sources from Beach (1988), is the way in which a skilled bartender may achieve the

successful delivery of a large and complex order of cocktails (a relatively daunting

memory task) by exploiting the fact that diòerent kinds of cocktail o�en come in

diòerently shaped glasses. Bartenders learn to retrieve the correct glass for each

drink as it is requested, and to arrange the diòerently shaped glasses in a spatial

sequence that tracks the temporal sequence of the drinks order, thus transforming a

highly challenging memory task into a simpler (roughly) perception and association

task. his reduces the burden on inner processing by exploiting a self-created

environmental structure according to a culturally inherited social practice.

Of course, as indicated in the deûnition given of cognitive niche construction,

not all cases of the environmental scaòolding of cognition will result in enhanced

performance. he background picture here is of ‘our distinctive universal human

nature, insofar as it exists at all, [as] a nature of biologically determined openness to

deep, learningand development-mediated, change’ (Wheeler and Clark 2008: 3572)

and thus, given a technologically saturated environment, of human organisms as

what Clark (2003) calls natural born cyborgs, creatures who are naturally evolved to

seek out intimate unions with non-biological resources. Overall, the ongoing opera-

tion of this evolved tendency has yieldedmyriad adaptive beneûts, but sometimes

the couplings that result will be adaptively neutral, inappropriate or dysfunctional.

his observation points to an important vein of research on how ideas that are

central to distributed cognition can contribute to areas such as psychopathology

(e.g. Gallagher 2004; Fuchs 2005; Drayson 2009; Sprevak 2011).

Despite the fact that the embedded theorist seeks to register the routinely
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performance-boosting, o�en transformative, sometimes necessary, but occasionally

obstructive, causal contributions made by environmental elements (paradigmat-

ically, external technology) to many cognitive outcomes, she continues to hold

that the actual thinking going on in such cases remains a resolutely skin-side

phenomenon, being either brain-bound or (on a less common, more radical

iteration of the view) distributed through the brain and the non-neural body. By

contrast, according to the advocate of extended cognition, it is literally true that

the physical machinery of mind itself sometimes extends beyond the skull and

skin (see, canonically, Clark and Chalmers 1998; for a collection that places the

original Clark and Chalmers paper alongside a series of criticisms, defences and

developments, seeMenary 2010). More precisely, according to the hypothesis of

extended cognition, there are actual (in this world) cases of intelligent thought

and action, in which thematerial vehicles that realise the thinking and thoughts

concerned are spatially distributed over brain, body and world, in such a way that

certain external factors are rightly accorded fundamentally the same cognitive

status as would ordinarily be accorded to a subset of your neurons. hus, under the

right circumstances, your mobile phone literally counts as part of your mnemonic

machinery, alongside some of your neurons.

To bring home the distinction between embedded and extended cognition, as we

have just introduced it, consider the example of amathematical calculation achieved,

in part, through the bodily manipulation of pen and paper. For both the embedded

and the extended view, what we have here is a brain-body-penand-paper system

involving a beyond-the-skin element that, perhaps among other things, helps to

transform a diõcult cognitive problem into a set of simpler ones (e.g. by acting as

storage for intermediate calculations). For the embedded theorist, however, even if it

is true that the overall mathematical problem could not have been solved, at least by

some particular mathematician, without the use of pen and paper, nevertheless the

external resource in play retains the status of a non-cognitive aid to some internally

located thinking system. By contrast, for the advocate of the extended view, the

coupled system of pen-and-paper resource, appropriate bodily manipulations, and

in-the-head processing may itself count as a cognitive architecture, even though it is

a dynamically assembled (rather than hard-wired) and essentially temporary (rather

than persisting) coalition of elements. In otherwords, each of the diòerently located

components of this distributed (over brain, body and world) multi-factor system

enjoys cognitive status, where the term ‘cognitive status’ should be understood as

indicating whatever status it is that we ordinarily grant the brain.

Here it is worth pausing to note that, in the distributed cognition literature, one

can certainly ûnd the term ‘extended cognition’ being given a less speciûc reading

than we have just suggested, a reading which is tantamount to the interpretation we

have adopted here of the term ‘distributed cognition’, and which thus encompasses
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embedded cognition and (at least many forms of) embodied cognition. his liberal

usage is not negligent. For one thing, the boundary between internal and external

is, in some contexts, ûxed by the skin – in which case gross bodily forms count as

internal – while in others it is ûxed by the limits of the brain or central nervous

system – in which case gross bodily forms count as external. On the latter view, at

least some forms of embodied cognitionwould count as cases of extended cognition.

For another thing, given certain projects and purposes, the distinction between

being a non-cognitive but performance-boosting scaòold and being a genuine part

of one’smental machinerymay be a distraction, even if it ismetaphysically legitimate.

Nevertheless, it does seem clear that if one uses the term ‘extended cognition’ in

themore inclusive way, one will need to ûnd a diòerent term for the case of what

we might identify as metaphysical or constitutive extension (‘strictly extended’

maybe). Otherwise one will risk succumbing to what extended cognition theorists

call cognitive bloat, an undesirable outcome in which one is forced to concede

all sorts ofmundane and unexciting cases of causal coupling between inner and

external elements to be cases of extended cognition, thus generating awildly counter-

intuitive position. It looks, then, as if there is a genuine argument to be had over

whether it is possible tomake the transition from embodied-embedded cognition to

extended cognition. And, indeed, this is a complicated and contested area (to sample

just a small subset of views and the sometimes ill-tempered debate, see e.g.Rowlands

1999, 2010; Menary 2007, 2010; Adams and Aizawa 2008; Clark 2008b; Rupert 2009;

Sprevak 2009; Sutton 2010; Wheeler 2010). And it is possible that there won’t be a

universal resolution. hat is, itmay be thatwhile some cognitive phenomena reward

an extended treatment (leading candidates might includememory, reasoning and

problem-solving), others will not. here is, for example, an ongoing debate over

the credentials of extended consciousness (Hurley and Noe 2003; Noe 2004; Clark

2009; Hurley 2010; Ward 2012; Wheeler 2015).

Our ûnal ‘E’ is enactive. In the most general terms, a position is enactivist if it

pursues some version of the claim that cognition unfolds (is enacted) in looping sen-

sorimotor interactions between an active embodied organism and its environment.

For the enactivist, then, cognition depends on a tight and dynamic relationship

between perception and action. Enactivism also tends to foreground the disciplined

examination of lived experience as amethodological tool in cognitive theory. his

leads many enactivists to draw on the phenomenological philosophical tradition, as

represented centrally by thinkers such as Husserl,Heidegger andMerleau-Ponty,

a tradition which concentrates on the structures of, and the conditions for, lived

experience. his productive engagement with phenomenology is especially promin-

ent in relation to the enactivist understanding of the body not simply as a physical

mechanism, but as a lived structure though which the world is experienced. (Al-

though enactivism foregrounds phenomenologymore so than the other branches of
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distributed cognition, that is not to say that it has amonopoly on phenomenology’s

insights and conceptual machinery; see e.g. Gallagher 2005; Wheeler 2005; Zahavi

2014 for essentially non-enactivist yet systematic appeals to phenomenology, in and

around the distributed cognition literature.)

he two most common forms of enactivism are sensorimotor enactivism

(e.g. O’Regan and Noe 2001a; Noe 2004) and autopoietic enactivism (e.g. Varela

et al. 1991; Di Paolo 2005; hompson 2007b), although another recent, and

increasingly important, variant that we shall not discuss here is the so-called radical

enactivism of Hutto and Myin (2012). Sensorimotor enactivism is rooted in the

thought that perceptual experience is constituted by implicit knowledge of so-called

sensorimotor contingencies – the law-like eòects that either my movement or

the movements of objects in my sensory ûeld have on the sensory input that I

receive – where the implicit knowledge in question is to be understood in terms

of the possession and exercise of certain bodily skills. hus consider my visual

perception of a tomato. Although my visual access to that entity is aspectual (there

is an obvious sense in which, given my embodied spatial perspective, I have visual

access only to certain portions of it), my ordinary experience is nevertheless of

the tomato as an intact, solid, three-dimensional object. As onemight put it, the

tomato’s hidden-from-perspectival-view aspects are nevertheless experientially

present to me. According to the sensorimotor enactivist, this is explained by my

implicit mastery of the relevant sensorimotor contingencies – very roughly, the

visual inputs my eyes would receive if I moved around the tomato, or if I turned it,

or if it spun round. his implicit sensorimotor knowledge is constitutive of my

perceptual experience.

Autopoietic enactivism is based on the idea that cognition is a process of sense-

making by adaptively autonomous systems, where an autonomous system is a

network of interdependent processes whose recurrent activity (a) produces and

maintains the very boundary that determines the identity of thatnetwork as a unitary

system, and concurrently (b) deûnes the ways in which that system may encounter

perturbations fromwhat is outside itwhilemaintaining its organisation. A system is

adaptively autonomous when it is able to alter its behaviour in response to changes

in its environment in order to improve its situation, for example by sensorimotor

activity. To illustrate thiswith an example that the autopoietic enactivists themselves

o�en use, bacteria sense and swim towards the environmental area containing the

greatest concentration of glucosemolecules. hus, as a consequence of the speciûc

metabolically realised autonomy of the bacteria, glucose emerges as – is brought

forth as – signiûcant for those organisms as food. As this example nicely illustrates,

autopoietic enactivism is distinctive in forging a close connection between life and

mind (cognition). As hompson (2007b: 128) puts it: ‘life and mind share a set

of basic organizational principles, and the organizational properties distinctive of
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mind are an enriched version of those fundamental to life. Mind is life-like and life

is mind-like.’

One eòect of enactive life-mind continuity is to place aòective phenomena such

as emotions and moods at the very centre of the cognitive stage. As the glucose

example highlights, enacted signiûcance is fundamentally amatter of valence, that

is, of being appropriately attracted and repelled by environmental factors that might

improve or diminish organisational integrity. In thisway, these factors are things that

the organism cares about. his is the enactive root of aòectivity. (For a developed

enactive account of emotional episodes as self-organising patterns of the whole

embodied organism, see Colombetti 2014.) More generally, a 4E-friendly treatment

of aòective phenomena will tend to reject a commonly held view in the psychology

of emotions according to which there is a neat distinction between the cognitive

components of emotions (e.g. the appraisal of a situation in relation to one’s well-

being) and their bodily components (e.g. arousal and facial expressions). For the

advocate of embodied emotions, appraisal is itself a phenomenon that is spread out

over both neural and non-neural bodily factors (see, again, Colombetti 2014). In

the background here is Damasio’s (e.g. 1999) in�uential notion of somaticmarkers,

i.e. speciûc feelings in the body that accompany speciûc emotions (e.g. nausea

with disgust) and which strongly shape subsequent decision-making. A more

controversial application of 4E thinking in the vicinity of aòective phenomena is

the claim that such phenomenamay be extended beyond the skin of an individual,

either over artefacts such as musical instruments (see e.g. Colombetti and Roberts

2015) or over other people (see e.g. Slaby 2014; Krueger and Szanto 2016).

his ûnal point brings us neatly to the issue of the social dimension of the 4Emind.

Consider three possible ways in which cognition might be socially distributed:

1. I think some of the thoughts I think because, or perhaps only because, I am

part of a particular social group.

2. My cognitive states or processes are socially as well as technologically exten-

ded, such that some ofmy cognitivemachinery is located partly in the brains

of other people.

3. Groups may haveminds in much the same way that individuals haveminds.

Option 1 is perhaps most naturally understood as an embedded view according to

which some psychological capacities realised wholly by neural states and processes

are nevertheless manifested only in certain kinds of social circumstances, because

they are socially scaòolded by those circumstances. Option 2 is the social version

of the hypothesis of extended cognition. Consider Tom andMary, a couple with

a long and interdependent relationship. Perhaps Tom might come to trust, rely

on and routinely access information stored in Mary’s brain, in such a way that,

in certain contexts, her brain comes to play essentially the same role as his own
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neural resources, and thus constitute a repository of his memories (cf. Clark and

Chalmers 1998). Both option 1 and option 2 may count as versions of what Wilson

(2005) calls the social manifestation hypothesis, which maintains that cognition

remains a ‘property of individuals, but only insofar as those individuals are situated

or embedded in certain physical environments and social milieus’. By contrast,

option 3 shi�s the ownership of the relevant psychological states and processes

from the individual to the group. According to 3, the group mind hypothesis, we

should take at face value statements such as ‘the team desires a victory’ and ‘the

crowd thinks the game is over’. Whole groups, and not merely the individuals out

of which those groups are constructed,may non-metaphorically be attributed with

beliefs, desires, other psychological states and processes of reasoning (for versions

of this view, see e.g. Huebner 2014; Tollefsen 2006). As onemight imagine,much of

the philosophical debate in this area concerns the conditions and circumstances

under which it would be correct to adopt either option 2 or option 3, both of which

might, to our modern thinking at least, seem counter-intuitive or, from a theoretical

perspective,metaphysically pro�igate (for an argument for the latter conclusion, see

e.g. Rupert 2014). But even the seemingly less radical option 1 constitutes a prompt

for a careful examination of the distributed causal mechanisms and social contexts

that drive the processes concerned.

Two further modulations of social cognition, when developed in a 4E register, bring

out a ûnalway inwhich the distributed perspective changes the shape of the received

theoretical terrain. It has become a commonplace view in the psychology of social

cognition that we navigate our social spaces either by predicting and explaining one

another’s observable behaviour using what is tantamount to a commonsense theory

of the hidden inner causes of that behaviour – the beliefs, desires and other mental

states inside other people’s heads – or by predicting and explaining that behaviour

by internally simulating what we ourselves would think and experience in the same

circumstances, in order to produce the same behaviour. On either of thesemodels,

and partially echoing the Cartesian dualism of days gone by (see above), our access

to themental states of the other person is fundamentally indirect, involving inference

or simulation. However, some distributed cognition theorists (e.g. Gallagher 2008),

drawing centrally on phenomenology, argue that our grasp of themental states of

another person with whom we are in perceptual contact is ordinarily direct, in that,

rather than, for example, inferring another person’s joy from some of her facial

movements, we see that joy directly, in her laughter. Relatedly, but moving away

even further from the conventional assumption that a theory of social cognition

should begin with a conception of people as isolated spectators, a distinctively

enactive account of social cognition has emerged in the form of the participatory
sense-making approach (De Jaegher and Di Paolo 2007). his approach begins

with a conception of people not as spectators, but as engaged participants, and
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focuses on the ways in which individuals interactively coordinate their movements

and utterances in social situations. For participatory sense-making theorists, the

interaction process itself can come to exhibit an enactive form of autonomy (see

above), one that is generated by, but also constrains and scaòolds, the activity of the

interacting individuals. he alleged directness of social cognition is grounded in

the fact that we are so proûcient at social interaction that the interactive process

becomes transparent to us (De Jaegher 2009).

his section has surveyed views that fall under the general heading of ‘distributed

cognition’. What these views have in common is that they accord some kind of

special role to the environment (perhaps including the bodily environment or

social environment) that is missing in the traditional Cartesian or in more recent

neuro-centric cognitive theories. More to the fore in this introduction, however,

is the diversity of views within the distributed cognition camp. We have seen that

distributed cognition can roughly be split into 4 Es (embodied, embedded, extended

and enactive)with each ‘E’ admitting of further, sometimes competing, articulations

in the hands of diòerent philosophers and cognitive scientists (we have already met

two kinds of enactivism). Philosophers and cognitive scientists who work in this

area o�en adopt what might appear to be amix-and-match approach: they accept

some ‘distributed’ claims but reject others. Moreover, theymay accept a diòerent

combination of distributed (or non-distributed) claims about diòerent parts of

human mental life: some aspects of our mental life (perhaps our feelings of joy

and pain) may be treated as purely internal while others (perhaps some of our

memories and decision-making) are distributed. A further complication is that,

even if attention is restricted to a single aspect of human mental life, a distributed

theoristmay give a diòerent distributed/non-distributed answer for diòerent human

subjects in diòerent environmental contexts at diòerent times (some humans are

more inclined than others to distribute their memory on to external devices).

How should researchers in the humanities make sense of all this disagreement and

diversity within the distributed cognition camp? We suggest that they cut through

philosophical disagreements and explore the speciûc combination of distributed

views that suits their interests. An application of distributed cognition in the human-

ities should be assessed on its own merits. A speciûc combination of ‘distributed’

views may provemore or less fruitful to understanding a particular historical phe-

nomenon. And diòerent combinations of ‘distributed’ views may prove suited to

diòerent historical phenomena.

here is no reason why a single, one-size-ûts-all approach should be adopted. he

merits of a particular combination of distributed views, in a particular historical

setting, should be based on its pay-oò for our understanding in the humanities. We

hope that the essays in the volume demonstrate both the value and the diversity of
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conceptual tools oòered by a distributed cognition approach.

Distributed cognition and the cognitive turn

he question of how new insights into the nature of themind illuminate our un-

derstanding of being human and our engagement with the world is one of the

greatest issues facing the current generation of humanities scholars. Knowledge

that is emerging from cognitive science and neuroscience, along with related re-

search in disciplines such as philosophy, psychology and linguistics, casts a new

light on issues that are central to the humanities, and enables us to better explain

the nature of forms of human culture and how and why they emerge and evolve.

Knowledge from the sciences can help to make a case for culture’s signiûcance to

being human. In turn, the humanities provide an archive of examples concerning

how humans develop in a range of environments and evidence diverse ways in

which we use and create resources as means to extend our capacities. his section

provides a general overview of the emergence of the cognitive humanities and con-

siders how distributed cognition interrogates and supplements existing humanities

methodologies.

In spite of the humanities’ increasing interdisciplinarity since the late 1950s, the long-

standing disciplinary antagonism between the arts and sciences continues (Snow

[1959] 1993; Leavis 1962; Ortolano 2005). his tension is now further exacerbated by

widermovements towards education’s commodiûcation, quantiûcation and rebrand-

ing as merely employment-based training, with accompanying questions about the

relevance and value of the arts and humanities (Collini 2009; Nussbaum 2010). he

defensive response by many in the humanities has been to fall back on claims about

the qualitative and irreducible nature of aesthetic values in the humanities and to

view humanities scholars who draw on scientiûc knowledge as reductionists.¹ he

presumption is that scientiûc knowledge entails a constraint on, and a diminution

of the value of, their own complex material andmethodologies, rather than adding

a further perspective. Yet, even for the hard problem of consciousness – that is, the

way it feels to be me or you – philosophers draw on insights from neuroscience.

here is no reason why questions about the qualitative nature of our experience of

cultural artefacts cannot be addressed, even if not solved outright, by neuroscientiûc

insights. Moreover, a broad-based approach that draws not just on themind’s neural

basis, but on the whole range of the human mind as evidenced in cultural texts and

practices, seems likely to provide us with the fullest insights into these enduring

questions.

¹As Helen Small describes, ‘the humanities value qualitative above quantitative reasoning’ (2013:

57). Raymond Tallis (2011) provides an example of the anti-scientiûc bent with his dismissal of a

focus on the physical aspects of being human as ‘neuromania’ or ‘Darwinitis’.
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Phenomenology has in�uenced both philosophers focusing on culture or language

(so-called ‘continental’ philosophers, such as Foucault, Derrida and Lacan) and

models (in particular enactivism) that attempt to conceptualise scientiûc evidence

of distributed cognition. However, in cultural studies, phenomenological ideas

became entangled with a tendency towards relativism as part of a backlash against

earlier humanist or structuralist notions of culture as revealing universal human

attributes and values. hroughout history, oscillating drives towards universalism

and relativism o�en culminate in polarisedmodels, or one extreme sets the pen-

dulum swinging back to the other extreme. In recent decades literary, historical

and cultural criticism have focused on various kinds of postmodern relativism

and social constructivism which resist anything interpretable as ‘facts’, ‘truth’ or

‘reality’ and in which human bodies are presented as merely cultural constructs (the

tendency is notable in new historicism, cultural materialism and feminist, queer

and globalisation studies). From classical antiquity onwards, there have been those

who have questioned the extent of our access to amind-independent world: from

Plato’s shadow-watchers in the cave, toDescartes’s sceptical cogito ergo sum, to more

recent thought experiments suggesting that our experiencemight be the same were

we brains in a vat, to Bayesian predictive coding models, which some internalist-

minded philosophers argue are a basis for assuming that cognition is skullbound,

so that ‘conscious experience is like a fantasy or virtual reality’ (Hohwy 2013: 137).

Early artiûcial intelligence and cybernetics in�uenced both cognitive scientists and

the continental philosophers who in turn have informed cultural theory. Lacan,

for instance, discussed the in�uence that cybernetics had on him, though in his

dark version, humans become the processed rather than the processor: ‘It is the

world of words which creates the world of things . . . Man speaks therefore, but it

is because the symbol has made him man’ (Lacan 1981: 39). Higher-level shi�s in

norms of understanding and focus cascade down, and so shape and are reshaped

by disciplines into idiosyncratic manifestations of the higher-level propensities

into which (along with many other factors) they feed back. he linguistic turn in

the humanities in the 1970s and 1980s argued that language consisted of a system

of codes, with words caught up primarily in their relation to other words, with

a consequent endless deferral ofmeaning and a disconnectedness to referents in

the world. At the same time, classical cognitive science described cognition as

occurring through computational manipulation of internal symbols. Such theories

emphasised the role of arbitrary, abstract syntactic structures, at the expense of

attention to the emergence ofmeaning through our engagement in the world.

More recently, Daniel Dennett suggested that ‘A scholar is just a library’s way of

making another library’ (1991: 202). his may seem to relate straightforwardly to

Lacanian-type claims. Dennett himself has commented on the correspondences

between these ideas and postmodern deconstructionism (410). However, Dennett
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reaches his suppositions through biologically grounded or organically inspired

notions, such as memes, an idea originally developed by Richard Dawkins (who

coined the term) to describe units of cultural transmission akin to genes as units of

biological transmission (202–3). In contrast to such biologically grounded accounts,

prevailing postmodern methodologies have argued that sociocultural forces are

entirely responsible for human concepts and behaviour. For example, the elision of

the physical body is evident in JudithButler’s claim that ‘gender is a performance that

produces the illusion of an inner sex’ (1998: 728). Whilst such accounts make visible

sociocultural in�uences on biological categories, their rebuttal of the hegemony

of the natural world and of the ûxed nature of biological categories is problematic

to the extent that it simply inverts the relationship and asserts the dominance of

sociocultural forces over the realm of the natural and physical. he signiûcant

diòerence between a postmodern stance and Dennett’s viewpoint is highlighted by

his concluding comment that ‘I wouldn’t say there is nothing outside the text. here

are for instance all the bookcases, buildings, bodies, bacteria . . .’ (1991: 411).

Embodied cognition – that is, the notion that our physical bodies enable and consti-

tute cognitive processes – presents a greater challenge to postmodern accounts than

do claims about its extended nature. Furthermore, distributed cognitive models

make evident that themind’s embedded or extended nature is not simply amatter

of unconstrained cultural determinism. he elision of the physical body and world

in postmodern accounts helps to perpetuate an apparent con�ict between the arts

and sciences that risks miring notions of being human (and the humanities) in

isolated idealism. he recent rise of digital humanities, despite its use of distant

reading and quantitative analyses,² might be explained in part by technological

advancements. hese advancements massively increase the ways in which we can

creatively use programs and technologies to inform and study our interaction with

texts and artefacts. However, its rise may also be due to a theoretical tendency

towards the virtual and virtualisation, with an over-emphasis on the distinctiveness

of human nature as arising from metaor trans-physical capacities, a tendency which

has been evident throughout history in idealist accounts of human nature (Hayles

1999; Nusselder 2009). As part of a countermovement in the humanities today, there

is a shi� towards the study of material culture, with a renewed focus on speciûc

physical objects, physical environments and ecological contexts.

We also ûnd elision, if not of the physical body as a whole, then at least of the

signiûcance of the speciûcs of it, in somemore functionalist accounts of the extended

²Franco Moretti coined the term ‘distant reading’ to describe the need for a world-scale study of

literature, which would draw on other researchers’ scholarship, in contrast to the conventional close

reading of a small number of canonical texts (Moretti 2000). In his later work, andmore generally,

the term is now o�en used to describe the study of literature through data analysis or text-mining

of large-scale corpora (Moretti 2013).
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mind. Andy Clark accuses thinkers such as Damasio of biochauvinism because

of the essential role they ascribe to the body in cognition. Instead, Clark argues,

‘the perceptual experience of diòerently embodied animals could in principle be

identical, not merely similar to our own’ (2008b: 193). Clark’s functionalist approach

allows for the possibility that a non-biological resource can play the same role as a

biological one. Yet, elsewhere, Clark emphasises that external resources need not be

functionally identical to internal ones to qualify as extended (1997: 220): a laptop

does not store or compute information in the same way as a brain, and it can, for

that reason, be useful in supplementing our neural capacities. On Clark’s view, there

is a question about howmuch thematerial nature of a resourcematters to how it

fulûls its function, and this is important for how we evaluate the signiûcance of

diòerent resources – neural, bodily and non-biological ones – in diòerent historical

contexts. Our view is that in certain contexts, orwhile performing certain functions,

a diòerence between human bodies or physical resources maymatter; in other cases,

it may not be signiûcant. he richer idea that emerges from this perspective is

that through diòerences, as well as similarities, various forms of representational,

computational andmnemonic resources can supplement our biological limitations.

We have seen that distributed cognition presents an array of competing and some-

times con�icting theories. his may appear a sign of fragility, but this diversity can

be seen as re�ecting the ways in which diòerent cognitivemodels come to the fore

in relation to diòerent mental capacities or contexts. Shi�ing trends and debates

about cognitive hierarchies, such as an emphasis on the role of embodiment or on

particular methods or resources as extending representational or phenomenological

possibilities, can be seen to emerge in relation to the development of, or reaction

against, new genres, cultural modes and technological, scientiûc and sociocultural

changes. herefore, themultifaceted nature of distributed cognition as a theory is,

in our view, a strength that re�ects the operation of diòerent cognitive norms and

modes in the world.

From the late 1980s and 1990s onwards a few ‘ûrst-wave’ thinkers in the cognitive

humanities, primarily based in the US, adopted notions from evolutionary psycho-

logy or from cognitive linguistics that emphasised the universal aspects of humans’

cognitive and physical characteristics.³ A particularly in�uential idea was that hu-

mans tend to conceptualise non-physical domains in terms of physical ones, and in

contrast to postmodern deconstructionism, this suggested a speciûc way in which

language is embodied. Engagement with these ideas in the humanities challenged

existing disciplinary divisions and opened up new ways to think about what human

beings have in common and how humans from diverse cultures can have some

understanding of one another. Yet both evolutionary-psychological and cognitive-

³See, for example, Lakoò and Johnson 1980; Carroll 1994; Gottschall andWilson 2005.
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linguistic humanities approaches tend to operate without due attention to themany

historical (and geographical) variables involved in cultural, linguistic and literary

constructions. Such early cognitive humanities scholars therefore tended to set

postmodern and cognitive approaches in irreconcilable opposition to one another.

his risked simply repeating within the humanities the persisting methodological

tensions between the arts and sciences through the siding of criticswith oppositional

explanatory paradigms. However these ûrst-wave thinkers have remained largely on

the peripheries ofmainstream literary and cultural methodologies, against which

some of them tend to situate themselves.

Yet even from the early stages, cognitive humanities scholars drew attention to the

beneûts of engaging with scientiûc work on themind, and not all their eòorts were

so oppositional. One of the ûrst scholars to adopt a cognitive approach, which he

arguedwas compatiblewith themore conventional approaches hewas already using,

was the psychoanalytical literary criticNorman Holland (1988). Most other early

adopters of scientiûcwork,models andmetaphors as ameans to inform our reading

of texts in the emerging ûeld of ‘cognitive poetics’ (such as Tsur 1992; Gibbs 1994;

Turner 1991, 1996) were in�uenced by and developed cognitive linguistics’ notion of

conceptual schema and argued for the everyday nature of ûgurative thought and

language. here were, however, already outliers such as Ellen Spolsky, who was

instead focused on reapplying the then fashionable theory of themodular mind to

her analysis of literary texts as ameans of engaging with poststructuralism (1993).

Distributed cognition suggests another perspective to universalising models, one

that takes account of the way in which embodiment is a crucial aspect of our exten-

dedness, since it is our biological nature that enables us to incorporate sociocultural

and technological resources into our cognitive systems. he signiûcance of the

human body arises also from its capacity for engagement and interaction. he

dynamic cognitive roles of linguistic, sociocultural and technological resources

aremade possible by neurological plasticity.4 his raises the possibility that social

constructivist models may have a neurological basis, as our ability to be (at times

transparently) constructed by sociocultural forces relates to the adaptability of the

human brain. At the same time, human adaptability and extendedness temper any

notion of universal communal features shared across all humans that could be based

on embodiment. While humans exhibit certain enduring biological characteristics,

these characteristics dynamically interact with our sociocultural and environmental

contexts. Together these lead to themanifestation of diòerent kinds ofminds and

to the expression or suppression of particular forms of cognitive paradigms. his

4For just a few works that discuss neurological plasticity and adaptivity, see Ramachandran and

Ramachandran 1996; Berti and Frassinetti 2000; Maravati and Iriki 2004; Gallagher 2005; Rizzolatti

and Sinigaglia 2008; Clark 2008b.
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perception enables a reassessment of polar representations of themind as either

ûxed and universal or as socially constructed and culturally relative – two models

which have constrained understandings of historical, as well as modern, concepts

of themind. Humans are particularly talented not just at evolutionarily adapting to

niches, but also at adapting our niches to supplement our cognitive and other needs

(Wheeler and Clark 2008). While humans’ capacity to exist within cognitive niches,

with ongoing reciprocal interactions between niches and organisms, is shared across

generations, these niches also re�ect technological and sociocultural developments;

ultimately, rather than either universalism or relativism, this implies that we shall

ûnd a rich combination of shared features and particular divergences across history

and cultures.

he paradigm of distributed cognition provides amiddle way between relativism

and universalism by highlighting the vital roles played by both physical and cultural

resources in cognition. As a methodology, this provides a potential strategy for

making headway in the science wars. In the con�ict between radical postmodern

relativism and science-based realism, the question is whether facts about the world

are merely culturally determined or whether those facts are grounded in some

mind-independent reality. Analysis of cognition needs to take into account not

only the ûndings of current cognitive science, but also the imagery and narratives

used in scientiûc, cultural and literary discourses. Cultural factors play an essential

role in shaping the world, and acknowledging this should not require rejecting

or devaluing the role of science. he in�uence of culture and its role in cognitive

niche construction shapes even our disciplinary taxonomies – constantly evolving

scaòolds that accrete knowledge about speciûc domains. A combination of scientiûc

and cultural knowledge is necessary to understand the nature of cognition and

of being human in the world. Distributed cognition is a theoretical framework

that enables one to grasp the mutual entanglement of science and culture. he

importance of distributed cognition as amethodological approach grows out of its

rootedness in bodies of knowledge from across the disciplinary spectrum, which

together are re�ective of the full scope of human nature.

During the period in which our project has taken place, second-wave thinkers in

the cognitive humanities have begun to consider amore diverse range of approaches

to themind; the expansion of recent work in the ûeld is discussed in each of the

period-speciûc introductions to the volumes. Our project sought to strengthen

and stimulate increased interest in distributed cognition. he current book series

provides a rigorous engagementwith these ideas by humanities scholars and demon-

strates that distributed cognition can helpfully illuminate cultural studies. Our aim

is to inspire a broader re-evaluation in the humanities ofwhat is understood to count

as cognition and to suggest a new way of doing intellectual history. he four current

volumes on distributed cognition examine the practices and the explicit and implicit
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conceptual models that were in use from antiquity to the early twentieth century.

Together the essays trace across Western European history developments and diver-

gences among various concepts of distributed cognition that were circulating. he

essays engage with recent debates about the various models of distributed cognition

and bring these into discoursewith research in the humanities through examination

of the parallels to (and divergences from) thesemodels and these debates in earlier

cultural, philosophical and scientiûc works. he essays make evident some of the

explicit and implicit grounds on which our present suppositions about cognition

stand and also some of the knowledge and insights, as well as superstitions and

ungrounded beliefs, that have been lost and obscured along theway. he reiterations

and the diversity in expressions and practices of distributed cognition enrich and

enlighten our understanding ofwider forces and rhythms in the history of cognition.

One important point that emerges is that notions of cognition can be shown to

be fundamental to how we conceptualise debates in every discipline – the study

of cognitive phenomena cannot be considered a specialist niche, but is rather a

necessary underpinning of any study of humans in the world. his series bears out

the premise that ‘current philosophical notions [of distributed cognition] are simply

themost recent manifestation of an enduring paradigm that re�ects the non-trivial

participation of the body and world in cognition’ (Anderson 2015: xi).

In return for providing a scientiûc basis to our understanding of themind in the

humanities, historical studies have the potential to feed back and interrogate our

current philosophical and scientiûc understanding of how cognition may be dis-

tributed across the body and the world. he historical lineage of non-brain-bound

concepts of cognition demonstrates that such ideas are not merely a product of our

own age. Cultural beliefs and philosophical interpretations map on to underlying

physical features and processes in ways that function practically within a society.

he volume introductions provide detailed overviews of the development of the

cognitive humanities in relation to the periods they cover, but to brie�y outline how

distributed cognition can illuminate cultural interpretation by challenging models

that view the body or the environment as peripheral to understanding the nature of

cognition, we shall present a few instances that arise from our collaboration with

the National Museum of Scotland.

Distributed cognition raises questions about the nature and role of galleries and

museums, demonstrating ways in which many of the artefacts extend either human

cognitive or other physical capacities. here are some (perhaps obvious) examples

of distributed cognition, such as the tally stick, which was a piece of bone or wood

scored across with notches that was used, from around 30,000 years ago, to record

numbers or messages. his was an ancient memory aid. Like the o�-citedmodern

example of an iPhone, it remembers, so you need not. Basic tools controlled by
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bodily action gave way to mechanised tools that outsourcedmechanical processes,

through devices such as steam engines, and to automated and programmable agents,

such as the Jacquard Loom. he Jacquard Loom not onlymoved faster andmore

reliably than a human weaver, it took over the weaver’s cognitive load and allowed

greater design complexity than would ordinarily be available from the average

human weaver’s brain alone. In a trajectory familiar to those who work on the

history of the book, amuseum also makes evident the shi� from oral traditions to

literacy through the preservation of early memorial stones carved ûrst with only

images, then manuscripts which enabledmore detailed storage,manipulation and

communication of information, then printed books and presses that enabled the

sharing of information on a larger scale, and ûnally we emerge into the modern

world of computers and the internet.

Encounters with museum artefacts involve both a conceptual encounter with an

object’s caption and an experiential encounter with the object itself – ametal helmet

may automatically trigger a sense of weightiness (Bolens 2017). Yet, in some in-

stances the contingent nature of one’s tacit knowledgemay aòect the extent towhich

artefacts prompt a kinesic or kinaesthetic response, with the cognitive capacity

to simulate holding, wearing or interacting with an object relating partly to prior

embodied and cultural experience, with more conceptual scaòolding (for example,

via illustrations of past uses) needed for more obscure artefacts. Similarly, devices

that may seem intuitive in one period o�en require signiûcant amounts of culturally

embedded knowledge that belie their apparent simplicity (Phillipson 2017). Distrib-

uted cognition invites a broad spectrum ofmultidisciplinary approaches, enabling

a richly diverse appreciation of the reciprocal ways in which artefacts and humans

have shaped each other.

Distributed cognition creates a scientiûc basis for understanding the fundamental

signiûcance of culture to humans and the humanities. Describing perception, Alva

Noe says, ‘We continuously move about and squint and adjust ourselves to . . . bring

and maintain the world in focus’ (2015: 9). When we read literature, view art or

engagewith historical artefacts in amuseum,we remain linked to our own particular

ever-shi�ing perspective and yet these cultural resources allow us to experience

the world beyond our usual cognitive range. Each genre, each author or artist,

and each work provides distinct forms of cognitive mediation. It does this in a

way that re�ects back on ourselves and the world around us, at the same time as it

recalibrates and adds to the numerous virtual coordinates through which wemore

generally orient ourselves and enact our worlds. Texts, artworks and other cultural

artefacts are imbued with mind, themind of their creator and their context, and

that of the spectator, reader or interactor. Objects, images and language, particularly

those in consciously cra�ed literary and art works, provide catalytic scaòolding for

perceptual �ights into and beyond the usual constraints of our own imaginations,
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and can trigger a rich array of responses that are grounded in and recalibrate our

emotional, physical and cultural natures, extending and revitalising our mental

panoramas.

Our series questions assumptions that have been made about historical notions of

themind, begins to trace the lineages of ideas about themind across periods and

cultures, and highlights the ways in which certain aspects of themind come to the

fore in certain contexts and traditions. he realisation of the distributed nature

of cognition, which can induce both mind-forgedmanacles andmind-extending

marvels, upholds the role of the humanities in wider society and more broadly

challenges humans’ ways of being in the world. he extent of our capacity to extend

our minds, across our current sociocultural panorama and physical world, and via

the cognitive scaòolding provided by earlier generations, places in question the

relatively short-term individualistic ends that are currently being prioritised and

endorsed in most modern societies. he value of the humanities in concert with the

sciences is their capacity to extend our cognitive range beyond everyday constraints,

by scaòolding critical thinking and enabling ourminds to soar to the heights needed

to tackle world-sized and epic-scale issues, as well as to supplement our ability to

grasp more fully the diversity of other minds. Distributed cognition invites amore

inclusive approach, which acknowledges that experience and understanding of the

world and of the humanities ismultifaceted and involves biological and sociocultural

dimensions. Distributed cognition oòers a reconsideration of the nature of the

human mind, and so of being human, and, in turn, of the humanities.
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